2017 was an exciting year for Deerland! Here are some of the highlights.

- Use Patent granted for PREFORPRO as a prebiotic.
- Deerland earns globally recognized ISO ACCREDITATIONS.
- New clinical studies completed for DE111 PROBIOTIC supporting sports nutrition and regularity.
- Deerland's DE111 probiotic receives NATURAL PRODUCT NUMBER for sale in Canada.
- Deerland launched DIGESTIBLE™, an educational content portal.
- Branded products DAIRYLTYC®, GLUTALYTIC®, PROHYDROLASE®, DE111® AND PREFORPRO® earn non-GMO Project Verification.
- Upgraded and expanded booth space unveiled at SupplySide West in Las Vegas.

We're looking forward to all that we will accomplish in 2018! Happy New Year!